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APA 7 Faculty Workshop

In October 2019, APA was updated to its 7th edition. The

style was last updated to the 6th edition in the summer of

2009. Given that so much time had passed since its last

edition, the Writing Center teamed up with the Faculty

Center to give faculty and staff an overview of the

changes. Writing Center Coordinator, Jasmine Castillo,

and Writing Center Graduate Assistants Melissa Lonero

and Taylor French taught workshops to help Lewis faculty

and staff learn about the changes that were made.
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By Jasmine Castillo 

Faculty and staff from across disciplines attended the sessions, where they also got the opportunity

to ask questions about more detailed changes. Many of them were interested in the changes for

pedagogical reasons, while others were interested for publishing purposes. Among the updates was

the distinction between a student title page and a professional title page and changes to in-text

citations and references. The Writing Center began tutoring using the 7th edition at the start of the

Spring 2020 semester. Additionally, many departments on campus quickly transitioned to teaching

utilizing APA 7. The Writing Center has updated resources and workshop materials to reflect these

changes. Please visit our Online Writing Lab (OWL), available at

lewisuwritingcenter.wordpress.com, to access free printable handouts on both APA 6 and 7.
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Graduate Writing Services Open House

On Tuesday, March 3rd, various Lewis community members stopped by LRC 336, the Graduate

Writing Services location, to celebrate the availability of graduate writing support with an open house

offering snacks, refreshments, and delightful conversation. Attendees were greeted by Writing Center

Coordinator, Jasmine Castillo, Graduate Assistants, Lulu Ahmad, Taylor French, and Melissa Lonero,

as well as Graduate Writing Specialists Matthew Moser and Noah Slowik. The graduate tutors are

passionate tutors who specialize in the disciplines of English Language Learning, Biology,

Organizational Leadership, Counseling, Psychology, Social Work, Education, English, and Computer

Science, among other academic interests. This dedicated group of tutors is happy to help with

graduate level writing coursework such as literature reviews, capstones, dissertations, and research

writing. Graduate tutors may also assist with application materials including, but not limited to,

personal statements, resumes, cover letters, letters of intent, and scholarship or fellowship essays.

The Writing Center collaborated with the First-Year

Writing Program to celebrate Douglass Day 2020, which

was co-sponsored by the Writing Across the Curriculum

task force, Multicultural Student Services, the Sociology

Department, and the African American Studies

Department. Having been born into slavery, Frederick

Douglass did not know his birthday and chose to celebrate

it on February 14th, which is now celebrated as Douglass

Day. The event was designed to offer an opportunity for

students, faculty, and staff from the Lewis community to

join a nationwide Transcribe-a-thon using Zooniverse, a

platform for volunteers to join professional research

projects by contributing to the analysis of datasets and

publishing papers. The celebrations helped enhance

digital archives by transcribing the works of Anna Julia

Cooper, a Black feminist leader, educator, intellectual, and

activist. This year, events across the nation connected via

a live stream and social media using the hashtag

#DouglassDay. Our event had a great turnout, thanks to

the students and professors who joined us. By the end of

the day, Douglass Day events across the country

transcribed 80% of the Cooper project. For more

information, visit douglassday.org. 
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By Noah Slowik 

Douglass Day 2020
By Lulu Ahmad 
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Spring 2020 Writing Center Data
Created by Melissa Lonero 
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The Writing Center quickly responded to the

University’s decision to use remote learning for all

courses during the COVID-19 pandemic by

beginning remote tutoring for all Lewis students.

This quick transition allowed for writers to have

access to writing support at the start of their new

online courses. The Writing Center continued to

offer Online Response appointments, which occur

via email, as well as Real-Time Phone

Appointments, which occur over the phone while

utilizing Google Docs. The Writing Center is so

proud of our team for being flexible and ready to

continue supporting Lewis writers during an

unprecedented time. “We were eager to quickly

begin remote tutoring services to offer writing

support to students. Many students work with our

tutors on a weekly basis. We worked hard to be sure

not to interrupt this important work,” says Writing

Center Coordinator, Jasmine Castillo.  
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Writing Center Goes Remote 
By Taylor French 
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Additionally, tutors continued working on other Center projects,

including writing and designing writing resources to be published on

the Lewis Online Writing Lab (OWL), writing articles for this issue of

our newsletter, and attending virtual staff meetings, which allowed us

to come together and regain a sense of normalcy while following social

distancing guidelines. Keeping services running as normally as possible

is important to us as we continue to dedicate our work to student

success.

Writing Center Virtual Staff Meetings 

Writing Center Tutors Working from Home 

Jennifer Blockhaus, a Graduate Organizational Leadership student, said,

"The Writing Center’s remote services have been crucial to my success

in the MAOL graduate program. The tutors in the Writing Center have

been very supportive and helpful with my writing assignments. They

have increased my confidence in my writing skills and the quality of the

work that I am submitting to my instructors." The Writing Center is

thrilled that we have been able to continue supporting Lewis writers

during this challenging time. 



Lydia

The Writing Center (WC) says

goodbye to our tutor, Amy, as she sets

off to student teach in the fall. Amy 

will graduate with her bachelor’s in Secondary Education

and English and is also an athlete on Lewis’s softball team.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Amy was granted an

additional year of athletic eligibility, so she plans to

complete student teaching and return to Lewis in the spring

to obtain a Master’s in Education as she finishes out her final

year of softball. Amy’s end goal is to get a job as a high

school English teacher and coach. The WC hopes that this is

only a temporary goodbye! The WC appreciates Amy’s

readiness to help all Lewis writers and the new ideas she

brought to the Center. Amy, along with her coach, brought

the idea of assisting her team with weekly study tables

hosted by Amy, on behalf of the WC. Amy providing writing

support to her teammates is an example of her willingness

to support Lewis writers. Amy will miss the collaborative

and welcoming environment that the WC offered her, as

well as the fun she had with the WC staff at meetings and

events. We will miss Amy’s kind and hardworking

personality, but are excited to see all that she will do in the

future! Congratulations, Amy!
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Tutor Goodbyes!

Amy B. Brandon V.

Lydia K. Mariyah Z.

The Writing Center bids a                                           

 bittersweet farewell to Brandon, as 

he prepares to student teach in the 

Fall. Always brightening everyone’s day in the WC, Brandon

is a Secondary Education and English Major with

endorsements for Middle Level and Special Education. For

the last two years, he has optimistically supported writers

and graced us all with his endless jokes and vibrant

personality. His approach to tutoring was to be encouraging

and guide them to improve their writing. Brandon, a

member of the Marketing Committee, was the face behind

our Meme Monday posts and engaged the Lewis

community through our various social media platforms.

Brandon also was one of our certified ESL tutors, where his

welcoming demeanor put writers at ease when it came to

improving their English writing and speaking skills. In

addition to his role as a tutor, Brandon actively participates

in an Improv team. Making people laugh and smile is one of

his natural talents, and we are incredibly lucky to have had

his presence in the WC. Brandon’s positive attitude and

outgoing nature will make him an amazing teacher! We

congratulate you, Brandon!

The Writing Center wishes Lydia the

best of luck as she graduates with the

Class of 2020! Having tutored for two

years, Lydia’s diverse interests and 

The Writing Center bids a fond

farewell to one of our newest

employees, Mariyah. Mariyah joined

the Center at the beginning of this

Spring 2020 semester and has been 
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By Taylor French By Lydia Kozlowski

By Brandon Vlach By Payton Emond 

nothing short of a blessing. We have loved having her bright,

positive, and encouraging personality with us in the Center!

Mariyah shared that her favorite part about the Writing

Center is the people. Not only did she have the opportunity

to work with fellow students, but she was able to collaborate

with kind and caring coworkers. She said the environment in

the Center was what made her want to apply in the first place,

and the people she met only confirmed her decision.

Mariyah came to us full of enthusiasm and compassion for

our mission to help students develop their writing skills, and

we know she will carry that same energy into her endeavors

as a Management Trainee for Enterprise after graduating

from Lewis with her bachelor’s in Business Administration.

Though we only had Mariyah with us for a short while, her

work ethic and sweet disposition had an impact on us all.

Thank you for joining our team, Mariyah, you will be missed!

skill set has positively impacted the Center. As a bilingual

ELL/ESL tutor and first-generation student, Lydia's

experience has allowed her to appeal to a variety of students.

Lydia often worked with undergraduate and graduate

English Language Learners during her time tutoring. As a

Marketing Committee member, her humor and wit made

every GIF Thursday one to look forward to. With experience

in design and creative, scholarly, and technical writing, she’s

prepared to pursue a variety of opportunities. Her plan is to

work as a content or technical writer, with a particular

interest in social media positions since she gained experience

doing related work for the Jet Fuel Review and Rho

Lambda. Regardless of the job she chooses, her work ethic,

talent, and personality will make for a noteworthy

contribution. Her attention to detail in every aspect of her

work from fashion to poetry and scholarly work is

admirable. Her warm personality and contributions to the

Writing Center will be missed greatly. Congrats, Lydia!
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Melissa

Megan O.

A huge congratulations to our tutor  

Megan on her graduation as part of 

the class of 2020! Megan is graduating 

with a bachelor’s of Arts in Radio/TV 

Broadcasting with a Film Studies minor. While at Lewis,

Megan has worked the past two years as a Writing Center

tutor, helping all levels of writers, and played a part in

assisting with our events celebrating the National Week on

Writing. Her role within the Writing Center also included

being an active member of our Marketing Committee.

Within the committee, Megan played a valuable role by

being active on our Twitter account and contributing to the

Center’s various video projects including our time-lapses

and Office introduction video. She also brought forth new

ways that we could improve our social media presence.

Megan is interested in pursuing a career in book publishing

and is excited to see where post-graduation life takes her.

We will miss Megan’s laidback personality and witty sarcasm

in the Center. Congratulations, Megan! We wish you luck in

your future endeavors!

The Writing Center Staff says 

goodbye to our wonderful tutor,

Payton. Payton is graduating with

her bachelor’s in Organizational 

Communication and English. She has been at the Center

since Fall 2018 and has been crucial in the Center’s ability to

support Lewis writers. She is known to have many regular

writers that she works with consistently. This is a testament

to her willingness to support the Lewis community and to

provide writing feedback in a supportive manner. Payton

will most miss the staff of the WC, the atmosphere, and the

support she felt in the Center. She will miss the days in the

Center laughing with her fellow tutors and enjoying each

other’s company. Payton has many goals for after

graduation and is keeping her options open for whatever life

brings her. One of her goals includes teaching in another

country and we have no doubts she will succeed given her

willingness to go the extra mile. We will miss Payton’s

positivity and contagious laughter in the Center, but we are

excited to see her accomplishments! Congratulations,

Payton!

 

Payton E.

The WC bids goodbye to our Graduate Assistant, Melissa. She began her work as an

undergraduate Writing Center tutor in 2015 and she later went on to become a

graduate assistant in 2018. The Writing Center’s growth and success would not be

possible without Melissa’s commitment to student success, her thoughtfully crafted

materials for WC tutors and all Lewis students, and her ability to create a chart for any

situation. Melissa is both a special education teacher and a licensed school counselor

and plans to use this skill set as she becomes a special education teacher post-

graduation. In her role, she has been responsible for many tasks, including developing

materials for students, tutors, and faculty, giving writing-related presentations to

undergraduate and graduate students on a variety of topics including the edTPA and

graduate-level writing, tutoring undergraduate and graduate writers across disciplines 

with kindness and sensitivity, maintaining our website, as well as managing the day-to-day operations of the Center. Her

professionalism, leadership skills, innovative ideas, initiative, and passion have enriched the services we offer to students,

faculty, and staff. Collaboration is extremely important in our work, and Melissa’s input is always sought out as a

trustworthy source of knowledge and honest feedback. She is reliable and incredibly deliberate in her work. She does

everything she can to prepare tutors and make them feel comfortable and is the first person everyone sees in the front

office when they walk into the Center. The Writing Center will miss Melissa’s chart making abilities, blunt sarcasm, and

passionate debates on all things Marvel. While we will miss Melissa, we are excited to see all the amazing work she will do

as a special education teacher. We know she will have a positive impact on the lives of her students!

By Lulu Ahmad By Taylor French

Writing Center Coordinator: Jasmine Castillo, M.A., castiljs@lewisu.edu
 
Graduate Assistants: Lulu Ahmad, Taylor French, and Melissa Lonero
 
Writing Center Specialists: Jessica L., Matthew M., and Noah S.
 

Undergraduate Tutors: Maddie B., Amy B., Maggie C., Alexciana C., Payton E., Cassidy F.-W., 
Lydia K., Lauren M., Axel M., Megan O., Jo S., Brandon V., and Mariyah Z.

Spring 2020 Writing Center Staff
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